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2010正正正正面能量方位面能量方位面能量方位面能量方位 GOOD ENERGIES SECTORS FOR 2010-尋找 14689 

中宮中宮中宮中宮 The Central Sector: The 8-Wealth Star is located here in the year 2010. This 
is the actual wealth sector of the year. It is suggested that you place a glass of 
water, or a moving item (fan/clock/water fountain) or water-plants (either 1 or 4 
units), or place a fish tank in the East sector/grid of your home to ignite the luck of 
wealth. Logic tells us that you will have difficulties placing things in the middle of 
the house but use your creativity! 
 
西西西西北北北北 The Northwest: The 9-Purple Star falls in this sector. This is the location of 
celebration/ joyful events. By igniting this area will have your career promotion or 
advancement should you need one? For those had been in a steady relationship 
and intent to get married but not planned yet, you should place 9 steams of red 
flowers or ‘packets’ in this location to execrate the process. However, be careful if 
you are married because by igniting such energy will also conducive to having a 
baby. 
 
西西西西 The West: The 1-White Relationship star located here this year. To boost 
your love luck and general social ability, place a glass of water or water-plant (1 
or 4 pots) here. For those who are on irregular or non-fixed income basis like 
broker or dealmaker, you might want to make use of this location to help boost 
your income. The rational of boosting your social ability so that in order to turn 
relationship into clients stream. 
 

 
東東東東 The East: The 6-White Star is located here. This is the location of courage/ 
labour-intensive or those having a non-clerical job like in disciplinary squads, 
hardware technicians, or construction workers. If you want a side income 
/promotion, do place 8 white stones or a cup of clean water in the North sector of 
your house 
 

北北北北 The North: The 4-Navy Green Star is situated here. This is where the 
energies of intellectual achievement are located. To boost such energies, you can 
place 4 water-plants in the Northeast sector of your house. Or simply place a cup 
of clean water there would help too. Besides enhancing the luck of students and 
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scholars, such sector has positive effects on clear-mind. But bear in mind this 
year this place should avoid renovation or drilling work. 
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西西西西南南南南 The Southwest: The 5-Sickness Star is situated here in 2010. This is the 
location of major sickness and it brings problems to your 
skin/respiratory/digestive system In order to fend off such bad energies, place 
either a bell/music box /wind chimes/metal keys/6 bronze coins in the south 
sector of the house. If your main door, kitchen or bedroom falls right on the South 
sector, you would even have more serious illness, please take immediate action 
to rectify such bad energies that effect your health.  
 
 
東東東東北北北北 The Northeast: The 2-Illness Star is located here this year. This is the 
sector of minor illness that brings irritation to you whole year round. Certain minor 
health related problems like breathing respiratory system (i.e. throat, trachea, and 
lungs) /skin diseases that will bother you from time to time if you let it be. You can 
place metal object/music box/6 bronze coins/wind chimes/metal keys in this grid 
of your house to balance such bad energies 
 
 
東東東東南南南南 The Southeast: The 7-Robbery Star can be found here. This is the sector 
where you will lose your money in investment in a big way. Place a cup of clean 
water in the Southwest sector to limit your losses in investment.  
 
南南南南 The South: The 3-Jade Star is situated here for 2010. This is the location of 
quarrels, grievances and fights and to fend off such bad energies you can place a 
red item here (carpet/packet etc) in the West sector of your home. 
 
  
Places and sectors to avoid renovation and major 
constructions sites 

1. North: since the San Sak (3 Destructive killing energies located here) 
2. Southwest: The 5-sickness star located here 
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